
 

  

 
 
 
   

Program Guide  
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Sunday April 3rd, 2016 
      
 

6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   

 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am Figure Skating: World Championships – Ladies Free - Live coverage of the 2016 ISU 

World Figure Skating Championships in Boston, Massachusetts. Figure skaters compete 
for the title of World Champion in men’s singles, ladies’ singles, pairs and ice dancing. 
(Sport)  **Live to Eastern States** 

 
1:00 pm The World Game - Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for all the highlights 

and previews of the A-League weekend, plus the best action, news and exclusive 
interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production) CC   

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
4:00 pm Voxwomen Cycling - The Voxwomen Cycling Show is an all-new cycling show created 

exclusively by women. Originally starting as a YouTube series, Voxwomen puts female 
riders in the spotlight, with racing news, tips and a behind the scenes insight into the 
women’s professional peloton and some of the sport’s most talented stars. (Cycling) CC   

 
4:30 pm FIFA World Cup 2018 Magazine - This magazine program reports on Russia's 

preparations for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, including details of venues and regions, along 
with a look at football in Russia in general. (Football) CC   

 
5:00 pm Cycling: InCycle -  All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world. 

Hosted by Mike Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC 
 

http://www.sbs.com.au/
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5:30 pm Lusitania: 18 Minutes That Changed WWI -   The needless tragedy of the torpedo of 

passenger Lisitania by a German U-boat off the southern coast of Ireland in 1915 altered 
the course of the First World War. The high casualty number pulled the previously 
unaligned US military into the war. This enthralling documentary focuses on eight 
individual passengers in those desperate last 18 minutes onboard; from the kitchens to 
the first class cabins, it is a story of heroism, sacrifice, luck and misfortune. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (class. tba) CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm The Story Of Egypt - This final episode charts how Egypt’s enemies exploit a country 

weakened by internal strife, ultimately leading to its destruction. In Sudan, Joann finds the 
forgotten story of Nubian Kings, who ruled Egypt from their homeland for a century. In 
Upper Egypt, Jo finds the Saites, who took the tradition of mummification to extremes by 
preserving animals; and the founder of one of the greatest cities on earth, Alexander the 
Great, before Egypt fell to the Romans. (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC 
**Final Episode**  

 
8:30 pm Vietnam: The War That Made Australia - This is the story of the Australian Army 

Training Team (Vietnam) who, from 1962 to 1972, fought shoulder-to-shoulder with the 
Vietnamese army and became the most decorated unit in Australian military history. Told 
through the testimony of unit veterans and the Vietnamese with whom they fought and 
fought against, this series shines a new and dramatic light on Australia’s involvement in 
the Vietnam War. (Part 1 of 4) (Commissioned by SBS) (From Australia, in English & 
Vietnamese) (Documentary) M(A,V) CC **Documentary Premiere** 

 
9:30 pm Inside Heston's World - World-famous chef, Heston Blumenthal, prepares to move his 

three Michelin-starred restaurant, The Fat Duck, 10,000 miles from England to Australia. 
In this episode: an intimate portrayal of Heston's restaurant as the team prepare for an 
audacious six-month move to Australia; Head Chef Jonny Lake works out how to ship 
64,000 snails to the other side of the world; the entire team is making the move but they 
must all pass an English language exam. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Food Series) (Rpt) 
M(S) CC **Encore** 

 
10:30 pm Cycling: Tour Of Flanders -  The 2016 Tour of Flanders will see the world's elite cyclists 

race through 19 Flemish hills, partly cobbled, covering a total of 264 kilometres. (Cycling) 
CC **Live to Eastern and Central States** 

 
 MOVIE: 
1:30 am The Necessities Of Life - Set in 1952. When a sick Inuit hunter becomes despondent 

after being sent to a hospital in Quebec City, he is introduced to an orphan who serves as 
a translator and helps him to rediscover his pride and energy. Winner of three awards at 
the 2008 Montréal World Film Festival, including the Special Grand Prize of the Jury. 
Directed by Benoît Pilon and stars Natar Ungalaaq, Antoine Bertrand and Paul-André 
Brasseur. (From Canada, in French Canadian and Inuktitut) (Drama) (Rpt) (2008) PG   
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3:20 am Death: A Series About Life - Physical Death - What happens to us when we die? In this 

episode we will see what happens when we die, and how death fits into nature and the 
cycle of life.  A lot of people go a long way in trying to overcome death. In this episode we 
will meet several popular, and some more obscure, survival strategies. But in the history 
of life and evolution, could we have lived without it? We will show that in the human body 
there’s a constant battle between life and death, where death is a driving force for life. And 
we ask if advances within modern medicine have resulted in a change of attitudes - 
leaving many people no longer seeing death as a natural thing. (S.1,Ep.1) (From Norway, 
in English & Danish) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
4:20 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Queensland's jam and pickle 
ladies; bush food and native berries; Thai and Malaysian cuisines; and Hanukah, the eight 
day Jewish feast. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:50 am Po & Co. Bitesize - Poh & Co. invites you into the always delicious world of acclaimed 

cook, artist and lover of life - Poh Ling Yeow. (Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Rpt) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Andre Rieu: Live In Maastricht 2015 - Affectionately known as "The King of Waltz", 

André performs a series of concerts in his home town of Maastricht, in The Netherlands 
every year, which are always André's most popular concerts of the year. (From the 
Netherlands, in Dutch & English) (Arts) (Music) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 pm The Lakes With Rory McGrath - Presented by Rory McGrath, this series tells the story of 

a Summer in the life of the Lakes through the fascinating characters who live and work 
there. From the highest mountains to the deepest lakes, the Lake District is renowned for 
its beauty and its influence on some of Britain’s greatest poets and writers. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC     
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4:00 pm Coast - Secret Paths To Hidden Treasures - The team explores the treasures to be 
found on surprising, secret paths around British shores. Britain's last great wilderness, the 
stunning Cape Wrath, is the stomping ground for Nick Crane. Ruth Goodman visits the 
perilous paths near the sea cliffs of Devon, whilst Adam McIntosh follows a secret 
underwater path off the isle of Iona to discover rare and beautiful green marble. On the 
tiny island of Lundy in the Bristol Channel Mark Horton unearths some remarkable 
historical treasures. Andy Torbet, meanwhile, is on Anglesey to attempt one of Britain's 
most spectacular sea cliff climbs. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Living Black - A Spiritual Meeting - Australia's leading Indigenous current affairs 

program. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production) CC **New Episode** 
 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Italian Food Safari - Tonight, we head to Fremantle to join the last sardine fisherman on 

the Western Australia coast - Jim Mendolia who supplies the fresh fish market. Melbourne 
cook Rosa Mitchell shows Guy the secrets of her delicious classic recipe for stuffed 
sardines. And Maeve visits the Baldino family at L'Abruzzese Pasta in Adelaide to learn 
how all the various shapes of extruded pasta are made. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm The Brain With David Eagleman -  Why Do I Need You? - Dr David Eagleman explores 

how the human brain relies on other brains to thrive and survive. This neural 
interdependence begins at birth. Dr Eagleman invites a group of babies to a puppet show 
to showcase their ability to discern who is trustworthy, and who isn’t. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the 
UK) (Documentary Series) PG(V) CC **New Episode** 

 
8:35 pm Royal Navy School - In this episode: training continues, and a dormitory prank gets out of 

hand threatening teenage recruit Dunbar's future in the Navy. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC **New Episode**   

 
9:35 pm Sex Diaries - Webcam Couples - From webcam couples to male escorts, BAFTA and 

Emmy award winner Charlie Russell meets people enjoying extreme sexual relationships.  
An intricate and warm hearted study of modern love, this series explores why people 
choose such extreme paths. In this episode: webcam couples, lovers who choose to 
broadcast their sex lives online. An intimate exploration of what drives exhibitionism, 
whether it be money, thrills, or something altogether deeper. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) 
MA(S) CC  **New Series** 

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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11:00 pm Romanzo Criminale - Freddo discovers the gun that killed Libano belonged to his own 
gang and realises Bufalo and Ricotta killed the wrong person in revenge, prompting him to 
hunt down the traitor. He also discovers there is a rival drug ring in Rome after his brother 
overdoses on heroin and winds up in the hospital. Meanwhile, Commissioner Scialoja 
desperately tries to persuade Patrizia not to marry Dandi. (S.2 Ep.7) (From Italy, in Italian) 
(Drama) (Crime) MA(D,V) **New Episode** 

 
12:05 am Romanzo Criminale - Battling his demons in prison, Bufalo violently assaults a priest in 

the hope that he will be deemed insane and have his sentence reduced. Freddo joins him 
and Ricotta in jail following the attempted murder of Sorcio. Buffoni approaches them with 
a plan to get rid of all the traitors. Meanwhile, Dandi and Patrizia's relationship reaches 
rock bottom when he forbids her from seeing her friend Ranocchia, who she later 
discovers is dying in hospital. (S.2 Ep.8) (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Crime) MA(D,V) 
**New Episode** 

 
1:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a pair of young indigenous 
women travel the outback to cook at a huge bush carnival; the making of syrupy Lebanese 
baklava from Abla's Pastry; and a samphire (sea-asparagus) dish from Kangaroo Island. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, the cultivation of the boab tree 
of the Kimberley; croquembouche with Jean-Francois Perron at Choco Cannelle in 
Sydney; and Sunday lunch with the Basque community. (An SBS Production) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:00 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a Haigh family tradition of 
chocolate making; Maltese pastizzi making at Gato's Pastizzi; the highest berry farm in 
Tasmania; and three generations gather to celebrate Saint Savvas Day. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, mud crabbing in the Gulf of 
Carpentaria; Colefax Chocolates shares the evolution of exquisite chocolate animals; the 
grain that makes the perfect pasta; and the secrets of Persian cuisine. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, the last almond trees in the 
historic town of Willunga; four hundred herbs, all in one garden; Melbourne's meat for 
vegetarians; and meet the Bignells, a Tasmanian family who just loves food. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, we meet local baking legend 
Dorothy Press at the Condobolin annual show; Afghan bread with Ahmed Sultani; chefs 
tell why the Japanese want our wagyu beef; and a visit to Perth’s Italian food pioneers. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:00 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, chef Romano Rotelli of 
Pensiero Restaurant; the Danish horn of plenty at Bonjour Patisserie; exotic mushrooms 
at Li-Sun Exotic Mushrooms; molecular gastronomy; and caipirhinias with Brazilian soccer 
stars. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn 
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu; 
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal 
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Richard Strauss And His Heroines - This year marks the 150th anniversary of the birth 

of Richard Strauss, one of the greatest of all German composers, whose work straddled 
the end of Romanticism and the beginning of the modernist era. Strauss wrote some of 
the most beguiling music for the female voice and created some of the most forceful 
female characters in operatic history. This biography tells the story of his relationships, 
particularly with his wife and muse, Pauline. The film also explores the life of a complex 
character who lived through the last days of Empire and two World Wars culminating in 
the destruction of Germany. Some of the greatest Strauss sopranos, Renée Fleming, 
Brigitte Fassbaender, Gwyneth Jones and Christa Ludwig provide their insights into 
performing these famous roles and music. (From Germany, in German & English) 
(Documentary) (class tba) CC   

 
3:00 pm Tracks And Trails - Limerick - Presenter Aidan Power and Hot House Flowers musician 

Fiachna O’ Braonain team up to go off the beaten track on a first-time mountain bike trail 
through the Ballyhoura Mountains in Limerick by, the Cork and Tipperary borders. Aidan 
and Fiachna also discover the beauty of the Glen of Aherlow as they undertake a 40k 
section of the Ballyhoura Way by foot, crossing the Tipperary border to the spectacular 
scenery at the base of the Galtee Mountains. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:30 pm Michael Mosley's Infested: Living With Parasites - From the face mites on our 
eyelashes to the amoebae that reproduce in our mouths, we all act as hosts to parasites - 
and we barely give them a second thought. In this programme, Michael Mosley infects 
himself with some of the most powerful and surprising of these organisms to find out how 
this fascinating relationship works, from the disgusting tapeworm to head lice and leeches. 
He is carefully monitored over a period of weeks as his parasites get used to their new 
home, revealing how an infestation takes hold and the effect it has on the human body. 
He also explores the growing scientific evidence that suggests some parasites might even 
be beneficial. Over the weeks, Michael itches and scratches his way to a newfound 
respect for these fascinating organisms.   

 
4:30 pm Wildest Islands - Wildest Islands Sri Lanka: Monsoon Island - This week we discover 

how all life on Sri Lanka centres on one precious resource: water. Unusually, two different 
monsoons visit the island each year, drenching the windswept coastal plains with weeks 
of torrential rain. For the rest of the year, the animals of the plains must endure months of 
drought. Elephants numbering in their hundreds gather on the shores of a vast lake in 
search of water while bold Sri Lankan leopards stalk spotted deer visiting waterholes. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Italian Food Safari - Tonight's is all about the glorious tomato, with Guy joining tomato 

grower John Monigatti on Echuca's black soil plains during harvest. Maeve then shares 
tomato day with a large Calabrese clan - the Cipri family in suburban Sydney who have 
made fresh tomato sauce every year since the patriarch Severio arrived in  Australia 45 
years ago. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Great Continental Railway Journeys -  Black Forest to Hanover - Armed with his 1913 

Continental Railway Guide, Michael Portillo ventures deep into the Black Forest on a 
quest to discover the essence of Germany and discovers how Hansel and Gretel helped 
to unify the nation. From carving cuckoo clocks to a romantic stop at the ruined Schloss in 
Heidelberg, follwed by the groundbreaking scientists who laid the foundation for 
Germany's world class transport technology today. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) 
PG CC  

 
8:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
9:30 pm Dateline - Join Dateline for a world of daring stories as the award-winning international 

current affairs program continues its new season. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
10:00 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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10:30 pm Mammon - The Victim - In this gripping new Norwegian thriller series, Peter Veras is an 
uncompromising journalist working for Norway's most respected newspaper. While 
pursuing the story of a scandal in the financial world, he gets hold of crushing evidence 
against his own brother from an anonymous source. He makes the biggest mistake in his 
life when he has the story published. Peter cannot prevent his brother from committing 
suicide, shattering the lives of Peter's sister-in-law Eva and 16-year-old nephew Andreas. 
In a feverish attempt to track down the anonymous source, Peter is finally successful, but 
the discovery is devastating: the source was his own brother. (From Norway, in 
Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V,L)   

 
11:35 pm Mammon - The Awakening - Journalist Peter Veraas discovers, after five years of 

investigating, the first sign that his brother was pushed to commit suicide. He and his 
sister-in-law, Eva, circles in on a top financier who knew his brother’s secret. He discloses 
the word “Abraham” before he too commits suicide. Peter continues the search for the 
truth while promising to keep his family out of trouble, but the police and his colleagues no 
longer believe Peter’s explanations about what happened to his brother. The closer Peter 
gets to what really happened, the more certain he becomes to keep the truth hidden. 
(S.1,Ep.2) (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V,L)   

 
 MOVIE:  
12:45 am 9 1/2 Dates - Too engaged in his sexual pursuits to offer his editor any decent material, 

David, a self-centred journalist, is challenged by his editor to go on ten dates with ten 
different women and publish the results in a tell-all book. His former girlfriend is then hired 
to type up his notes. Directed by Tamás Sas and stars Iván Fenyö, Patricia Kovács and 
Gábor Hevér. (From Hungary, in Hungarian) (Romantic Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (L,S)   
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2:30 am The Other Son - As he is preparing to join the Israeli army for his national service, a blood 

test proves Joseph is not his parents' biological son. An investigation reveals he was 
inadvertently switched at birth with Yacine, the son of a Palestinian family from the West 

Bank, both having been born in Haifa during a missile attack in the Gulf War. The 

resulting confusion and subsequent revelation 17 years later turns the lives of the two 
families upside-down. (From France, in French, Hebrew & Arabic) (Movie) (2011) M(A,L)   

 
4:25 am Rauch Und Spiegel - A trapeze routine becomes a baffling stage trick, a music box 

automaton and a mesmerising carousel. Circus meets cinema and sleight-of-hand 
becomes spectacle. (Australia) (Short Film) (2012) (Rpt) G   

 
4:30 am UEFA Champions League - Live coverage of the UEFA Champions League 2015-2016. 

(Sport) CC  (Wed 6
th
 April) **LIVE** 

 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 

 
 
 
 

Tuesday April 5th, 2016 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY 

 
2:30 am Patrizio Buanne: The Italian Concert - Italian-born, Vienna-raised singer Patrizio 

Buanne recorded live in concert at the Arena Pula, Croatia. Songs include: Il Mondo, 
Amore Scusami, Volare, and A Man Without Love and many more. (From the US, in 
English and Italian, English subtitles) (Music) (Rpt) G 

 
3:25 am Food Lovers Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to explore 

the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn about a 
chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu; Victoria's rich 
black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal shower. (An 
SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC 

 
4:00 am  UEFA Champions League - Live coverage of the UEFA Champions League 2015-2016. 

(Sport) CC (Wed 6
th
 April) **LIVE** 

 
6:30 am Deutsch Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
2:00 am UEFA Champions League - Live coverage of the UEFA Champions League 2015-2016. 

(Sport) CC (Wed 6
th
 April) **LIVE** 

 
5:00 am CCTV News - The English language news channel from China Central Television (CCTV) 

in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. 
 
5:30 am NHK News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, delivering the latest in 

business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in English. 
 
6:00 am France 24 News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, offering a 

French perspective on world events, in English. 
 
6:30 am Deutsch Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Brits Who Built The Modern World - The Politics Of Power - This third episode focuses 

on the period from the late 90s to the present day, when they were at the peak of their 
success - building iconic landmarks across Britain and the world - but also faced some of 
the biggest controversies of their careers. Rogers reveals what went wrong with the 
Millennium Dome, Foster recalls the wobbles of London’s Millennium Bridge, and Michael 
Hopkins explains how his new parliamentary building (Portcullis House) became the most 
expensive office block in Britain. Also featured are the stories behind some of Britain’s 
most popular modern architecture - Nicholas Grimshaw’s Eden Project and Foster’s 
‘Gherkin’; and a look at this generation’s success overseas, including Terry Farrell’s 
success in China. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary/Architecture) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 pm Dateline - Join Dateline for a world of daring stories as the award-winning international 

current affairs program continues its new season. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
3:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
4:30 pm Wild Burma: Nature's Lost Kingdom - For the first time in over 50 years, a team of 

wildlife filmmakers and scientists have been granted access to venture deep into Burma's 
impenetrable jungles. Their mission is to discover whether these forests are home to 
iconic animals, rapidly disappearing from the rest of the world. Gordon Buchanan and 
Justine Evans set out towards the mountains of western Burma, home to a population of 
Asian elephants. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Nature & Environment) (Rpt) 
PG CC 

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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6:00 pm Italian Food Safari - Tonight, Guy visits dedicated Melbourne artisan baker Daniel Chirico 
and tastes bread straight from the oven. Guy then demonstrates a delicious bread-based 
salad called panzanella. Maeve learns about the Italian passion for veal and meets 
passionate Western Australian butcher Vince Garreffa. And celebrated Sydney chef Nino 
Zoccali shows how easy it is to make a beautiful osso buco. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:35 pm Walking Through History - Stonehenge - Tony Robinson embarks on spectacular walks 

through some of Britain’s most historic landscapes in search of the richest stories from 
Britain’s past. In the first episode, Tony heads off for a 45-mile walk across Wiltshire to tell 
the story of life and death in the last centuries of the Stone Age. His route over chalk 
downlands and Salisbury plain takes him through the greatest concentration of prehistoric 
sites in Europe. From Avebury to Stonehenge and from spirituality to engineering, this is a 
journey through our ancestors' remarkable development in the latter days of the Neolithic 
Age. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:30 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - Emergency Landing - Bob, 51, is airlifted to St George's after 

falling 20ft from a ladder while repairing his roof. With debris in his wound, doctors are 
concerned he could develop a life-threatening infection. Retired pharmacologist Anthony, 
68, receives help for a chronic gas problem, while 83-year-old Gladys collapsed on the 
stairs at home and has a dangerously low heart rate. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) 
M(A) CC **New Episode**  

 
9:30 pm Vikings – The Profit and the Loss – (S.4 Ep.7) Unfortunately, due to fast tracking of the 

series, an episode synopsis is unavailable for the time being. Please check the Media 
Centre closer to the air date.  **New Episode** 

 
10:25 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm Jihad: A Story Of The Others - This two-year investigation provides a view from the 

inside about what it's like to be drawn into radicalism. This gripping documentary 
investigates why some young Muslims in the West embrace violent extremism and go 
abroad to fight holy wars, and in some cases, why they come to reject it. Directed by 
Deeyah Khan. Emmy Award Winner. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(A,L) CC 

 
 MOVIE: 
11:55 pm Regrets - Mathieu, an introverted Parisian architect, returns to his home town to tend to 

his dying mother. Here he reunites with his old high-school flame, Maya, pursuing a 
passionate love affair under the noses of his semi-suspecting wife and Maya's brutish 
farmer husband. Directed by Cédric Kahn and stars Yvan Attal, Valeria Bruni Tedeschi 
and Arly Jover. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,S)   
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 MOVIE:  
1:50 am Katyn - A sobering tale of the massacre of 22,000 Polish officers and Poland's intellectual 

elite - all of POW status - by the Red Army in 1940, and the subsequent propaganda that 
masked the truth for the next fifty years. Nominated for an Oscar for Best Foreign 
Language Film in 2008. Directed by Andrzej Wajda and stars Andrzej Chyra, Maja 
Ostaszewska and Artur Zmijewski. (From Poland, in Polish, Russian and German) (War) 
(2007) MAV (Rpt) (A,V)  CC 

 
4:00 am Doomsday - The Fall Of Man - They called it “the war to end all war’. But WW1 turned 

out to be only the beginning of the most murderous 30 years in living history. On the 
battlefields of Flanders and Northern France, the seed was sown for the murderous 
excesses of WW2. (From Germany, in English and German) (Documentary) PG(A) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Lenny Henry: Finding Shakespeare - This is the story of an unlikely love affair. As a 

teenager and aspiring comedian from a black working class community close to 
Birmingham, comedian turned actor Lenny Henry had a deep-seated aversion to 
Shakespeare and his 'gobble-de-gook' language. Yet now he is one of the Bard's most 
passionate fans and wants the rest of us to feel the same way. Lenny reveals how he 
broke through the language barrier by watching Shakespeare performed and 
encountering some very unlikely Shakespeare fans. Lenny interviews a galaxy of stars 
who have played Shakespearian characters and we follow Lenny preparing to make his 
National Theatre debut in Shakespeare’s 'Comedy Of Errors.' (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:50 pm Homemade - Pensioner Tommy Fogarty wants to impress his new lady friend by baking a 

cake but finds a gang of feral teenage girls have other ideas. (Short) (From Ireland) (Rpt) 
PG CC 

 
2:55 pm Living Black - A Spiritual Meeting - Australia's leading Indigenous current affairs 

program. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production) CC   
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3:25 pm Medieval Lives: Birth, Marriage, Death - A Good Birth - Historian and author Helen 
Castor explores how the people of the Middle Ages handled the most fundamental 
moments of transition in life: birth, marriage and death. For the people of the Middle Ages 
the teachings of the Catholic Church shaped thoughts and beliefs across the whole of 
Western Europe. But by the end of the Middle Ages the Church would find itself in the grip 
of momentous change and the way of medieval birth, marriage and death would never be 
quite the same again. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
4:25 pm Secret History Of Our Streets - Camberwell Grove - Bordered by Brixton in one 

direction and Peckham in another Camberwell is very much the inner city yet at its heart 
lies the Grove; a broad, tree-lined street made up of some of the finest Georgian 
architecture in London.  This documentary reveals how the elegant houses of the Grove 
were built in the late 18th and early 19th centuries as rural retreats for a newly termed 
group, the middle classes. But the unprecedented expansion of London in the Victorian 
era meant the city engulfed the Grove. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Italian Food Safari - Tonight, Maeve visits the crayfishermen off Geraldton and tastes just 

how good a 'cray on the barbie' can be. Guy drops in on Melbourne chef Maurizio 
Esposito to learn the secrets of his delicious crayfish gnocchi recipe. Maeve then seeks 
out the best pizza and Guy discovers artichokes. Also, Sicilian-born gelato-makers explain 
why Italian gelato is so good. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Destination Flavour Scandinavia - Adam and Meik Wiking, the Director of The 

Happiness Insittute, together cook national Danish dish Stegt Flaesk and discuss how 
Denmark is the happiest country in the world. Adam ventures into top chef Christian 
Puglisi's test kitchen at Michelin star restaurant Relae, before visiting a pastry chef to 
make traditional Danish pastry, Spandauer, a treat that Adam shares with author Michael 
Booth who gives Adam an insight into the differences between the Nordic countries. (Part 
2 of 6) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**  

 
8:00 pm Gourmet Farmer - Chickens, Vegies and Poly-tunnel - It’s been a year of 

experimentation and Matthew Evans has kept chooks for eggs, but now he’d like to get 
heritage chickens for their meat. He is interested in the differences between heritage 
chickens and free-range chickens purchased from the supermarket and so he sets out to 
compare their size, colour and especially taste. Matthew is also challenged to have a 
regular supply of vegetables when his garden is up and running, so he is keen to build a 
poly-tunnel to ensure year round supply. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   
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8:30 pm Inside Heston's World - The entire Fat Duck restaurant land in Australia and prepare for 

opening day. With just three weeks before they serve their first ever Australian diners, the 
team must settle into their home and welcome and train new staff. The unfamiliar 
environment and the unfinished restaurant cause stress and strains in the lead up to the 
opening. For Heston, things don’t go to plan as he announces an online ticket ballot only 
for scalpers to run off with hundreds of prized seats. (S.1 Ep.2) (From Australia) (Food 
Series) M(L) CC **New Episode** 

 
9:30 pm The Last Panthers - Heavily armed riot police infiltrate the blocks of a Marseille estate. 

Khalil notices something suspicious and find guns in a flat for which they don’t have a 
warrant. Khalil traces the weapons and links them to the ones used at the jewellery heist, 
but witnesses are killed. In London, Naomi is recovering from her beating; in Belgrade, 
Milan is reluctantly working for Zlatko, who is trying to smuggle diamonds into London. 
(S.1 Ep.2) (From France, in English, Serbian & French) (Drama) MA(V) CC **New 
Episode** 

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm Woman's Deeper Journey Into Sex - This ground-breaking documentary follows fictional 

character Detective Lacey on her travels to investigate aspects of female sexuality, 
including women’s uptake of erotica, romance dependency and women buying sex. (From 
Australia) (Documentary) MA(S) CC  

 
 MOVIE:  
12:20 am The Day God Walked Away - A woman finds herself trapped in the midst of a brutal civil 

war with no way out in this drama inspired by actual events. Tensions between Tutsis and 
Hutus, the two principal ethnic groups in Rwanda, have been simmering for years when 
they finally explode in the spring of 1994. As roving bands of Hutus go on a murderous 
rampage, Jacqueline, a young Tutsi woman, is forced to hide in her employer's attic. 
Winner of the Grand Prix at the 2009 Bratislava International Film Festival. Directed by 
Philippe van Leeuw and stars Ruth Nirere, Lola Tuyaerts and Afazali Dewaele. (From 
France, in French and Kinyarwanda) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (S,L,A)   

 
2:10 am Who Do You Think You Are? - Jodie Kidd - Model and television personality Jodie Kidd 

knew that great-grandparents on both sides of her family had been awarded titles. Her 
father’s grandfather was Lord Beaverbrook, a legendary newspaper magnate who served 
in the British cabinet during both world wars. Her mother’s grandfather was Sir Rowland 
Hodge, a Newcastle shipbuilder. But through researching her family tree, Jodie manages 
to trace her family back much further than she ever imagined. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:15 am 24/7 Wild - A Monkey's Tale - Amongst the temple ruins of Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka, live 

the Temple Troop of Toque macaque monkeys. Nine week-old Gremlin, a tiny monkey 
with a distinctive white tip to her tail, has been born into the bottom of the troops' strict 
hierarchy. She must learn to navigate her way through this dangerous family environment, 
while getting to grips with the pleasures and dangers of her jungle home. Now a new 
threat arises for Gremlin as the troop prepares to go to war with aneighbouring group, the 
Slum Dogs. It's a very dangerous world for such a tiny monkey. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:15 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Japanese buckwheat noodles 
in Sydney; oxtail soup in Perth's Swan Valley; figs in regional NSW; and traditional 
Lithuanian food. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:50 am The Death Of Santa Claus - Santa's workshop is a fantastic, wonderful, and magical 

place. But when Santa Claus is killed on the first of December, everything changes. It's a 
gruesome murder with gruesome intent, and whose incalculable consequences extend 
deep into our own world. (From France, in French) (Short) (Rpt) PG 
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Smart Secrets Of Great Paintings - Las Meninas By Velazquez - The painter 

accumulates the vertiginous reflections and the enigmatic echos on the court of King of 
Spain Philippe IV and reveals us Europe which questions on the place of the illusion and 
the reality. (Ep.2) (From France, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 pm Colour Theory - Lucy Simpson - Yuwaalaraay artist, Lucy Simpson, shows us how 

Aboriginal culture can become part of the fabric of our everyday lives, literally! From 
Walgett to Sydney, Lucy has designs on the way we live. (From Australia) (Arts) G CC  

 
3:00 pm The Point Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of contemporary life 

within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening and redefining the 
news and current affairs landscape. (An NITV Production)   
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3:30 pm Shane Delia's Spice Journey - Shane Delia's culinary journey across the Middle East 

continues as he travels from Isfahan, the ancient capital of Persia to Tehran, capital of 
contemporary Iran. From the ancient city of minarets, palaces and mosques to funky 
teahouses of the modern city, Shane discovers a very different culture. His 
preconceptions about Iran thoroughly challenged, he returns to his kitchen to attempt the 
famously tricky Persian rice. (S.1,Ep.9) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:00 pm Shane Delia's Spice Journey - Having travelled close to 2000 kilometres on his journey 

across the Middle East and gained glimpses into 2000 years of Persian culinary history, 
Shane Delia arrives in Iran's north, which borders Turkey and the Caspian Sea and where 
the food influences are very Ottoman. Here Shane visits the world's oldest covered 
bazaar. (Final) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Vic Reeves: Comedian and Performer - Vic Reeves is the 

on-screen creation of comedian Jim Moir, who is very interested in finding out how many 
marriages his great-grandfather had. (From the UK, in English) (Documentary Series) 
(Rpt) G CC WS   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Italian Food Safari - Guy discovers a huge family vegetable and herb garden in 

Melbourne’s suburbs which provides meals and even the wine to drink with it. Maeve finds 
prosciutto in Adelaide, and is cooked pasta and beans by Armando Percuoco in his 
country estate. In Melbourne, cheesemaker Giorgio Linguanti takes Guy back to his 
childhood, while Loretta Sartori cooks a spectacular ricotta cake. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Rome: The World's First Superpower - City Of Blood - This four-part series is 

presented by award-winning actor Larry Lamb. A life-long Roman history geek, Larry 
traces the dramatic story of Rome's spectacular rise from a city to a republic and then a 
mighty empire. (Part 1 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
    

8:25 pm Mummies Alive - The Inca Maiden - a 15th century teenager buried alive at the top of an 
active volcano is stunningly preserved. The extreme environment guaranteed her 
preservation, but did it also kill her? With no sign of trauma, modern forensics, chemical 
analysis and historical evidence reconstruct her final moments to give further insights into 
the secrets of a lost civilisation and an intimate look at the tragic life and death of this 
young girl. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC   

 
9:20 pm Rise Of The Machines - Super Airship - Stunning CGI animation explodes open a 

revolutionary new breed of airship, the Aeros Dragon Dream, to reveal the technology that 
it depends on during a series of gruelling flight tests. In Tustin Airbase, California, Dragon 
Dream takes off for the first time. If the test flight is successful, it will demonstrate Dragon 
Dream’s radical new design works and will open a new chapter in aviation history. Failure 
will consign his vision to the scrapheap. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC  
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10:15 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
10:50 pm Lan Kwai Fong 3 - Wilson Chin takes another trip back to Hong Kong’s hottest nightlife 

district with this third installment, completing extremely popular trilogy about the lives and 
lusts of good looking young party goers. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese) (Movie) 
(Romantic Comedy) (2012) (Rpt) MA(S)  

 
12:30 am Kraftwerk: Pop Art - Kraftwerk have always managed to shift effortlessly between the 

worlds of Popular Music and Art. This documentary represents the first film ever made and 
approved by the band and includes excerpts from their recent sell-out performances at the 
Tate Modern in London. With contributions from critics and fellow musicians, as well as 
previously unseen archives, it represents a portrait of a band whose refusal to follow the 
well-trodden paths of pop stardom made them a genuine force for cultural change, 
innovation and intrigue. (From Germany, in English & German) (Rpt) M(L) CC 

 
1:45 am Bobby Fischer Against The World - Explores the complex life of the troubled genius 

whose charisma and talent spurred a worldwide fascination with the "game of kings". 
Fischer's evolution from childhood chess prodigy to global superstar, angry recluse and, 
finally, fugitive from the law is a spellbinding story of the making and unmaking of an 
American icon. Providing an unprecedented look at the man behind the headlines, this 
documentary weaves together news clips dating from the 1950s to the 2000s, 
photographs, letters and exclusive interviews with friends, fans and colleagues. (From the 
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
3:25 am Atanasoff: The Father Of The Computer - We all know who invented the telephone, the 

light bulb and the airplane. But what about the computer? This is the story of John 
Atanasoff, and how in 1937 he unleashed the digital revolution. A story of deceit, greed, 
academic fraud and perhaps even murder as we try to piece together the origins of the 
computer and how its creator was denied his rightful place in history. (From Canada, in 
English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G   

 
4:20 am Food Lovers Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:50 am Braise - During a drunken night out, a young man cheats on his girlfriend with a beautiful 

woman. Three of their friends watch and comment on this event. A parallel is created 
between that conversation and the embrace of the two lovers. (From Belgium & France, in 
French) (Short Film) (Animation) (Entertainment) MA(S) (Rpt) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Figure Skating: World Championships - Live coverage of the 2016 ISU World Figure 

Skating Championships in Boston, Massachusetts. Figure skaters compete for the title of 
World Champion in men’s singles, ladies’ singles, pairs and ice dancing. (Sport)  **Live**   

 
3:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Nick Hewer - Nick Hewer has fond memories of his 

maternal Irish  grandfather, Oswald Jamieson, but Nick has always  been intrigued to 
know how the Catholic Oswald  managed to reach the prestigious office of High Sheriff in 
Protestant-dominated 1920s Belfast. On his father's  side, Nick goes further back, to his 
nine-times great- grandfather, and discovers how his family's fortunes were shaped by the 
English Civil War. (S.1-,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:35 pm Massive Moves - Cross Country Cabin - Anderson Building Movers haul a house, along 

with its basement, 40km off-road, through the bush and down to the shores of Deifenbaker 
Lake. Norlyn and Bonnie run a cattle ranch about 20kms south of Saskatchewan, they’re 
out in the country and off the grid, where Norlyn has lived his entire life. William Johnson 
has helped them hatch a daring plan to move a 3000 square foot house to the farm, but 
there’s a catch - there aren’t many roads along the way! (From the UK) (Factual 
Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   
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5:00 pm Massive Moves - Monster Manor House - Ken and Melanie Heemeryck have always 

strived for more space, so when they got hold of a huge outdoor property with mountain 
views, they couldn’t wait to move. The house fits in with the surroundings perfectly, but 
there’s one problem - the house is over 100km away! Wade will have to pull out all the 
stops to negotiate this 100-ton behemoth through the city of Calgary in the dead of night 
and then across the frozen, icy Alberta roads in deep winter, crossing rivers, avoiding 
trains and hoping there isn’t a blizzard. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm The Hunt For Pirate Treasure - The Hunt For Pirate Treasure - The story of real life 

quests after some of history's greatest legends. From the Nazis' search for the Holy Grail, 
to the Americans who hunted for pirate treasure in Vietnam; from the true story of the 
crystal skulls to the mystery of King Solomon's mines - this series uncovers the truth 
behind some of the most fabulous, romantic and deranged treasure hunts in modern 
history. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? -  Actor Martin Shaw never knew his grandfather, Edwin 

Shaw, who walked out on his family when Martin's father was just a boy. Martin is 
determined to find out what happened to this elusive character with his only clue: a 
photograph of Edwin as a young man. From a shotgun wedding to the Birmingham Blitz, 
Martin tries to sort fact from family fiction and discover who Edwin was. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (class. tba) CC  

 
 MOVIE: 
8:40 pm Born On The Fourth Of July - An idealistic young American proudly enlists during the 

Vietnam War and returns a quadriplegic. Struggling to overcome drug-addiction and 
depression, he turns his life around and becomes an outspoken critic of the war. Based on 
the true story of Ron Kovic; starring Kyra Sedgewick and Tom Cruise;  Golden Globe 
winner for best picture. (From the US) (Movie) (1989) (class.tba) **War Season**     

 
11:25 pm RocKwiz - Adalita/J Mascis/Sarah Lee Guthrie/Johnny Irion - Rock music's most 

famous faces continue to mix it with the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the 
questions and Brian Nankervis adjudicates over the mayhem. Special guests this week 
include Adalita, lead vocalist with Magic Dirt, J Mascis from Dinosaur Jr, and husband and 
wife team Sarah Lee Guthrie (daughter of Arlo) and Johnny Irion, ex-member of Queen 
Sarah Saturday. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC   

 
12:25 am New Worlds - It is the 1680s. In the turbulent aftermath of the English Civil War, King 

Charles II’s tyrannical rule has led to a climate of violence and fear in England and her 
American colonies. Amid the chaos, four young idealists fall in love as they commit to 
forging a fairer future with blood, passion and urgency. But to achieve this, they must be 
prepared to pay the ultimate price. (From the UK) (Drama) (Rpt) MA(V) CC   

 
1:20 am New Worlds - Tensions continue to rise on both sides of the Atlantic. In Massachusetts, 

Ned's father dispatches him to England to avoid the King's agents. Ned asks his father to 
give Hope a letter, but he destroys it and insists Hope marry recent widower Henry 
Cresswell as she can't remain a woman alone in their strict Puritan community. In 
Oxfordshire and undercover in Wightham Woods, Abe and Beth's love is growing. Judge 
Jeffreys is tightening the screws on Will Blood to produce evidence against Angelica and 
her Papist husband. (Part 2 of 4) (From the UK) (Drama Mini Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC 
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2:20 am New Worlds - Beth's journey to begin a new life in the New World ends abruptly when her 
ship is wrecked on the shores of Massachusetts. Discovered by Masca, the leader of the 
Native American Wawanaki tribe, Beth is taken in and slowly recovers. When Ned returns 
to Boston, he is dismayed to find Hope stuck in a loveless marriage to Henry Cresswell. 
Back in England, Abe Goffe's fight for justice takes a new turn when he joins forces with 
Colonel Algernon Sidney and plots to assassinate the king. Abe and Sidney are captured. 
(Part 3 of 4) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC 

 
3:15 am New Worlds - In the dramatic final, Ned returns to Hope and tells her that he wants them 

to be together, but they must be careful and first hide fugitive Beth away from Boston. In 
Oxford, Abe escapes from his jail cell, and having renounced violence dedicates his life to 
spreading Colonel Sidney's revolutionary ideas. When news that Charles II has died 
reaches Boston, Beth decides it is time to return to England. As she makes her way to 
Oxford, she is reunited with Abe. Ned and Hope lead a group of young Bostonians fighting 
for their liberty and an independent America. (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK) (Drama) (Rpt) 
M(A,V) CC 

 
4:10 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, spelt - the story of a grain 
that's been cultivated since ancient times; voluptuous nougat with Robert Rinaldi; mussels 
Belgian-style; and how to make the lightest gnocchi with chef Mirko Grillini. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:45 am So Very Cute - Somewhere in Eastern Europe, a girl goes to a casting. (From France, in 

English & Russian) (Short Film) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 


